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AN ECOLOGICAL STUDY OF THE INSECTS 
OF CRATER CREEK, COLORADO. 
The observations and collections described 
in this paper were made during the summers of 1914 
and 1915, while at the Mountain Biological Labora-
tory of the University of Colorado, at Tolland, 
Colorado, and the more detailed studies at the 
I 
zoologioal Laboratory of the University of M:isa-
ouri. I am indebted to Professor Francis Ramaley, 
director of the Mountain Laboratory, for the use 
of the laboratory and equipment during the summers, 
as well as for a sti~ulating interest in my work. 
During these two summers I spent much time in the 
field with Professor G. s. Dodds, ma.king colleotions 
of insects from the lakes and streams in the Toll-
and region and the region around Boulder, Colorado. 
The epeoial study of the Crater Lake Stream was 
suggested to me by him as a part of the general 
study in this region. 
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I . THE CRATER LUE STREAM AND 
TOPOGRAPHY. 
The Crater Lake Stream is a tributary to South Bould-
er Creek , emptying into it about four a nd one half miles 
above the town of Tolland. From source to mouth the stream 
is one and seven eighths miles long and has a fall of about 
fifteen hundred feet. In its course is a series of f our 
l akes, the highest of which occupies a cirque on the east 
side of the Continental Divide a bout one and seven eighths 
miles south of Corona . The l akes are not of volcanic origin 
aa suggested by the name, but were formed by the glacier 
which once occupied the valley. South Boulder Valley has 
also been glaciated and cut down about five hundred feet 
below that of the Crater Lake Valley, which thus forms a 
"hanging valley" with the lower part of its course very 
steep. There is a second very steep portion of the stream 
between Middle and Lower Crater Lakes. The accompanying 
topographic map (Fig. 1) gives a general idea of the top-
ography of the region, and the section (Fig. 2) from the 
top of the cirque wall above Upper Crater Lake to the low-
er end of the stream shows the fall of the stream and the 
elevations of the lakes. The quieter parts of the stream 
are f ound just at the outlet of each laKe where the valley 
is relatively level, while in the valley below these places 
it is very swift, often flowing in torrents or pouring over 
falls. 
The two lower lakes, and the stream for the lower 
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CJUl'ths 
three ~5.J:SB of its course, are bounded by an evergreen forest, 
except in places where the trees have been cut for lumber. 
In these clearings, and where the trees are thin, the shore 
is covered with a dense growth of vegetation, while the lake 
marginf s are lined with clumps of willows. In contrast to 
this, the two upper lakes are above timberl i ne .. The shores, 
where they are not too rocky, are covered with a short, 
stubby growth of sedge and the part of the stream which con-
nects the lakes flows through a dense tangle of willow bushes. 
Almost the entire shore of Middle Crater Lake has a good 
growth of sedges or willows but Upper Crater Lake has only a 
few willows and wind blown spruce "bushes" near the outlet, 
the remainder 01· the shore being bordered by talus slopes 
which extend down into the water. The accompany ng ph to-
graph (Fig. 3), looking down the valley from the top of the 
cirque wall above Upper Crater Lake, shows the charaoteris-
tio features of this part of the stream, while i·igure 4 
shows the creek as seen from the ridge opposite, looking 
across South Boulder valley and up the Crater valley. This 
photograph also shows clearly Middle and East Crater Lakes, 
the cirque in which are Upper and Middle Crater Lakes, and 
the two very steep portions of the stream, the one just be-
low Middle Crater Lake and the other just before the stream 
enters South Boulder Creek. 
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Fig. 3. 
The Crater Lake Stream as seen from the Top of the 
Cirque Wall Above Upper Crater Lake. (Photograph 
by Dodds and Hisaw) 
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Fig. 4. 
The Crater Lake Stream as Seen from the Ridge Op-
posite the Lower End of the Valley. (Photograph 
by Dodds and Hisaw.) 
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Th e diff~r enc e between the mean annual tempe.t' 9.tur ::; at 
t he upper o..nd 1 0 11e r en.is of t he Cr a t er Str e::i.rn , :;,.,s estimatej 
f rom t h e gove r~ment r e~orts fo r Frances, Color~do (9 ,300 
fee t ) i nd Corona. ( 11 , 660 f de t ) 1 is about 10"" F ., be ing abou t 
equ3.l to ·~ hat of two p l a c es sep::lr::..t ed by about one thousand. 
miles of l a ti t ude. At t he head of the s tream, the ~verage 
year l y p r ecip i tation is about f ort y inches , whil e a t the 
lower end it ia ~bout t wenty-four i nches. At the higher point 
the annual snowf a l l is about thirty f eet, at the lower, about 
fi f t een fe et. But other conjitione than altitu~ie have an 
i mportant effect on the temp era t ur e of both lakes a n:i stres.m .. 
From the crest of the Continental Divide there is a gr adual 
elope t o the west, but on the ea st aide there ~re many very 
st eep cirque walls. The ~mmense amount of anew t~at f all s on 
t he west aide, <.;1.bove timberline, is blown over by the pre-
vailing west win-:1 , and deposited. in t hese ci:::quee, where . it 
accumula t e s in gr eat drif t s, wh ich a re not mel t ed ~ntil the 
summer is wel l past and occa s i onal ly a smal l p or tion stays 
on until the following wint er. I have not visit ed the stream 
befor e the mi ddle of June, and so cannot aay just wha t the 
con1itions a re in the ea rly part of the year. But by this 
time the lower la.kea a re comp let ely open and the upper ones 
a re usually covered with ice which does not go of f until the 
f irst of August . The lat e melting of the ice in 
Upper Cr a t er Lak e ha s a. di rect inf l u enoe on t he t ern-
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perature of the stream and the other lakes. After the snow and 
ioe of the lower parts of the stream has melted, the great 
supply in the upper l ake and its cirque is drawn upon during 
the remaining part of the season, causing its temperature and 
that of the stream and the other l akes to be lower than it would 
be were it not for this supply OI cold water. (Table I.) 
Table I. Temperature of Lakes 
. 
. 
Upper Crater Lake Juli'.: 3 40 F.------Aug. 22, 55 F.: 
. 
. 
Middle 
" " " " 41 " ------ " " 58 F.: 
. 
. 
Lower 
" " 
tf 17 55 II 
------ " " 61 F •: 
. 
. 
East 
" " " " 
58 
" ------ " " 
62 F •: 
During the sumroor the temperature of the water is raised 
While in the lakes, but does not change to any great extent in 
the stream between the -lakes. The records taken for Boulder 
Creek at Tolland, five mil es lower down on the stream, show 
that the water in the stream is never warmer, usually a few 
degrees colder, than that of the lower lakes. 
NATURE OF THE WORK. 
This is by no means a complete piece of work and should 
be looked upon as only a few observations which are not oon-
clusi ve enough in themselves to afford a basis for sta.ble con-
clusions. Neither does it represent a statement of all the 
problems that have come up in the work and are as yet unsolved. 
In this paper only a few of the more striking and perhaps 
more interesting points will be taken up. 
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The insects of chief ecological interest are the 
Ephemerida, Trichoptera, and Plec optera. The Lnmature forms 
of t he several s pecie s of these three groups are important 
elements of the aquatic communities. As the l arvae are more 
valuable in determining ecologica l distribution than the 
imagos, the y received particula r attention. The manner in 
which the l a rvae get into the stream r:,nd l a irns is also of 
ecologica l s i gni f icance. ]'rom observation it s eems that the 
eggs are not always deposited in the habitat to which the 
larva of the particula r specie s belongs. Although some of 
the species seem to have a preference for either l ake or 
stream , t hey do not appear to be particular about the parts 
of t he l ake or stream in whi ch they lay their eggs, but drop 
them promiscuously in both of these places. On hatching, 
the larvae find the particular part of the stream or lake 
to which they are adapted, or they die. Just what part the 
current of the stream plays in the distribution of the eggs 
is not fully known, but as they are heavier than water, they 
cannot be washed very far over a rough bottom. 
The identification of species ha s no~ been completed. 
The forms found in this collection are , in large part ; of 
species not described in the literature. The printed de-
scriptions are mo stly in German , of European1forms , and do 
not fit our species. In a few cases the family could not 
be determined and the proper species could not be definitely 
decided upon for any of them. Samples of the material have 
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torrents and falls. Each of these communities will be de-
scribed in the course of the discussion which is to follow. 
A. THE LAKE COMMUlHTIES 
The four lakes naturally fall into two groups. The 
discussion of the conditions for East Crater Lake is equally 
adequate for those of Lower Crater Lake, and the important 
characteristics of Middle Crater Lake are the same as those 
of Upper Crater Lake. 
1. The lower lakes. 
a. Description of the lower lakes. The shores of East 
and Lower Crater Lakes are covered with a good growth of 
vegetation (Fig. 5) consisting of sedges, herbaceous plants 
and trees, which furnish an abundant supply of decaying or-
ganic matter which may be either washed or blown into the 
Fig. 5. 
East crater Lake. (Photographed by Dodds and Hisaw) 
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each year and the highest temperature reached during the summer 
is 55°F. In contrast to this, East Crater Lake is free f rom 
ice from the first of June to the f irst of October or later, 
and reaches a maximum temperature of 64oF. The total number 
of heat units available during any one season is far greater 
in the lower lake than in the higher lake. 
It may be that an important factor having an iniluence 
on altitudinal distribution is the condition of the stream in 
winter. The water f lowing out of the lakes is not over a few 
inches in depth at any place. The lakes, no doubt, freeze to 
a much greater depth, which means that the stream must have 
very little if any water in it during the winter. Also there 
is no water supply for the upper laKes during the winter as 
the snow and ice are not melting and consequently the stream 
would become dry when t he level of the water f ell to tha t of 
the outlet. The l a rvae living in this part o:f the stream 
must be able either to withstand freezing or avoid it by 
burrowing . It may be that in the lower parts o:t the stream 
the bottom does not freeze as deep as that in the parts of 
higher elevation and it is not likely that the stream is with-
out flowing water, and on this account is a more favorable 
abode. This if true, is another factor complicating altitud-
inal distribution, but can be decided only by observations 
during the winter season. 
There are also many local conditions which int luence the 
distribution in any particular locality and make it imposs-
ible to draw general conclusions about altitudinal diatribut-
-11-
ion from a single stream. Certain forms require a rock bottom 
and others mud, aome live on rocks where the water is so swift 
that very l ittle vegetation is a ole to grow, while others live 
in quieter pla ces where the rocks are covered with moss. These 
are some of the physical conditions which must be duplicated 
at diff erent elevations before the exact distribution of a 
species can be definitely determined. If the physical condi-
tions of the habitats in the higher altitudes are not to a 
great extent comparable to those places lower down which the 
animal inhabits, there is no way to determine the effect of 
altitude. There are a f ew species tha t illustrate this point 
and their expected distributions in the above table (Table II) 
are shown by double lines. Some were found in only one place 
so their extension up or down cannot be determined. Yet there 
are others about which there is little doubt and a star has 
been placed in the table to show this. 
V. COMMUNITIES. 
With these general factors of distribution in mind. 
collections were made in the stream and lakes, for a compara-
tive study of the communities. To make this easier certain 
Points were picked out at different altitudes, similar as 
far as possible in other respects, to determine whether there 
is any change in the composition o:t the c ommunities with al-
titude. The four general communities recognized were the 
lakes, the swift- stream, the very- swift- stream, and the 
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torrents and falls. Each of these communities will be de-
scribed in the course of t he discussion which i s to follow. 
A. THE LAKE COMivlUNITIES 
The four lakes natura lly fall into t wo groups . The 
discussion of the condi tion s f or East Crater Lake is e qually 
adequate for those of Lower Crater Lake, and the important 
characteristics of Middle Cra ter Lake are the same as those 
of Upper Crater Lake. 
1. The lower lakes. 
a. Description of the lower l akes. The shores of East 
and Lower Crater Lakes are covered with a good growth of 
ve ge t a tion (Fig . 5) consisting of sedges, herbaceous plants 
and trees, which furnish an a bundant supply of decaying or-
ganic matter which may be either washed or blown into the 
Fig. 6. 
East Crater Lake. (Photographed by Dodds and Hisaw) 
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lakes. The immediate region which drains into these lakes 
also has a covering of loose earth which in time of rains or 
thaws is washed into the lakes. The s e two factors give rise 
to a muddy or silty bottom with much decaying organic debris, 
and will in time convert the lakes i nto marshes or bogs. In 
these lakes, along part of the shore, sedges grow in the 
water, forming an emerging vegetation, while at other places 
the bottom near the shore is covered with sand and gravel. 
b. Fauna of the lower lakes. In the lower lakes have been 
OOlleoted 10 species, as shown in table III. 
Table III. Species of the Lower Lakes. 
. 
. 
. s12eoiea East Crater Lake Lower Crater Lake: .... 
. lthemerida ...... 
. 
"a" * • ..... Ol; Iiiie!etua . Nl08 sithlurus "a" * ..&. . 
..&. Trioho;E era 
• L20i • . tBl! 
* '.t~I:~ 
* 
'.t219 • t~~o • L206 • L2or> 
* L2o7 * 
The oaddis~fly larvae inhabiting these lakes, with the 
exception of one (L204) which uses mica, build their cases out 
Of woody materials. some use only bits of sedge blades or 
ema.11 pieces of bark, others wood and pine needles, while 
some weave mica in with these materials. Those which use 
Badge blades are found in the part of the lakes which have 
vegetation growing in the water, while those which use pieces 
Of wood and bark are found on the muddy bottoms. The larva 
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which uses mica and very little woody material (L204) lives 
in the parts of the lakes where the bottom is free from mud. 
The may-fly nymphs living in these lakes are without an 
exception swimming forms. Siphlurus "a" (Nl08) spends most 
of its .time half buried in the silt, and when disturbed swims 
for a short distance and scoots into the mud again. Ameletus 
"a'' ( Nl06) is not so dependant on the bottom. It uses the 
sedge stems, stones and other submerged objects as resting 
Places. These :torms will be considered further in the dis-
cussion of the upper lakes. 
2. The upper lakes. 
a. Description of the upper lakes. Although these two 
lakes (Fig. 3) differ in a few respects, they are near enough 
alike to be considered together. They differ f rom the lower 
lakes in that they are not surrounded by a dense growth of 
vegetation. Middle Crater Lake has a few willows and wind 
blown spruce trees on its shores, but not enough to cause its 
bottom to be covered with an excess of litter. The region 
Which drains into it, although with a shallow covering of 
so11, is so small that the lake receives very little silt. 
Upper Crater Lake, as has been mentioned, is surrounded al-
most entirely by bare rocks. At several places on the shore 
big talus slopes extend down into the water. Between these 
Piles of boulders, the shallow coat of soil is covered by a 
short, stubby growth of sedge while only a narrow strip of 
the shore near the outlet has a reasonably good growth of 
vegetation. so much of the ahore is without a soil coat 
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that the amount of silt washed into it is almost negligible. 
This causes the bottom to be composed almost entirely of rocks. 
At no place is there the emerging vegetation which is char-
acteristic of the lower lakes. 
Table IV. Species of the Lower Lakes. 
. 
. 
• ---..::S;.i;P;.;:e;.;:c:.:i:.::e:.:e;.._ _ __:M::.:i:..:d::.:d::.:l::.;e::.......;C~r:..:a::.t.:.e:.r=--L=a.::k;::e.:.•~U:.i:::P:.i:::P:.:::e.:.r~C:.:::r:.:::a::.!t:.:::e:.!r:.....:!L:!!:a::ke~.:..:.: 
. 
:Rhemerida 
: N1o6 Amee us : 02 Eodmus "a" * "a" 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
"a" 
:Trichoptera 
:L204 
:L206 * 
:L206 
:12o7 
:Pleooptera 
:Ni Iso;pteryx 
* 
b. Fauna of the upper lakes. The caddie larvae of these 
lakes build their oases mostly of sand grain,il and mica. None 
of those forms of the lower lakes which use wood exclusively 
as a building material are found in the upper lakes, but the 
one that uses mica and wood (L204) of the lower lakes, is found 
alao in Upper Crater Lake, where its case consists almost en-
tirely of mica. The other two species of caddis larva (L207 
and L206) which live in Middle Crater Lake build their oases 
Of sand. 
Only two species of may-fly are found in Upper and Middle 
Crater Lakes. One of them, Ameletus "a" (Nl06), is a swimm-
ing form, while the other, Eodyurua "~" (Nl06), crawls on the 
bottom. Ameletus "a" is found in great numbers in both of the 
lower lakes, a few were taken in Middle Crater Lake, and only 
about a half dozen in Upper Crater Lake. This is one of the 
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species which though found in all the lakes. shows a decided 
decrease in numbers with altitude. Ecdyurus "~" is a species 
Which normally belongs to the stream but enters both of the 
upper lakes. This is due. probably, to the clean rocky bottom 
and perhaps it would inhabit the lower lakes if the ea.me con-
ditions prevailed. 
Although atone-fly nymphs are sel~om found in lakes, one 
rn 
species, IsopterY! "a" (Nl), is found 4-e great numbers in 
Upper crater Lake, It has never been taken in the stream, and 
would appear to be a true lake form. Yet the imagoes have been 
taken in different pe.rts of the valley and it is possible that 
the larvae also 11 ve in the stream but for a ome reason have not 
been found. 
A comparison of tables III and IV snows that the lower 
lakes have a much greater and more diverse population than the 
upper ones. The total number of species for the lower lakes 
is 10 and that for the upper lakes is 7, while East Crater 
Lake has almost twice as many species as Upp er Crater Lake. 
Six of the ten species folllld in East crater Lake do not enter 
the upper lakes and two oi" those in the upper lakes are not 
found in -i;he lower lakes. These two exceptions in the upper 
lakes are species that have entered from the stream. The 
difference in population is due to the fact that the lower 
lakes have a wider variation of conditions and a richer food 
supply than the upper lakes. These differences are those 
Wh1oh distinguish younger from older lakes, and if classified 
on this basis East Crater Lake would be the oldest of the 
• 
series and Upper crater Lake would be the youngest with the 
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other two as intermediates. 
B. STREAM COI~UTIES 
All the communities described for the creek are those of 
a swift stream, the quieter parts being swifter than most of 
the plapes in our ordinary streams. so perhaps it is better 
to speak of them as swift-stream communities, very...swift-stream 
com:.~unities, and the communities of the torrents and falls. 
We may also classify the habitats of the stream, on the basis 
of swiftness of flow, as follows: quieter places and eddies 
along the shore, surface of stones in the stream, and among and 
under the stones on the bottom of the stream. These divisions 
I will call zones, and it is only in the less rapid part of 
the stream that all three of them are found. In the very-swift-
stream community the shore and eddy zone is wanting, while the 
torrents and falls furnish only the surfaces of the stones as 
a place for animals to live. These points will be explained 
more fully and additional peculiarities will be brought out 
in the discussion of these communities. 
1. The swif1r-stream community. 
The quieter parts of the stream are found just below the 
outlet of each lake, where for a short distance it has relative-
ly little grade. (Fig. 6) The banks are about eighteen inches 
high and composed of a black, ail ty soil which rests on a sub-
soil of coarse rook , mixed with gravel and sand. The bottom 
ie strewn with large stones which occasionally reach to the 
surface and the intervening space is covered with gravel and 
sand. The water is not swift enough to prevent the surface 
Of the stones from being covered with a good growth of mose 
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Fig. 6 
Part of the Stream Showing the Habitat of the 
SWift-Stream Community. (Photographed oy Dodds 
and Hisaw) 
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and algae. The banks are covered with a dense growth of 
sedges which extend out into the water. It is due to this 
zone of emerging vegetation that the shore and quieter places 
were set aside as a part of the stream for special study. 
Unfortunately this community is not represented in the parts 
of the stream between Lower and Middle, and Middle and Upper 
Crater Lakes. The vegetation found in the quieter parts of 
the swift stream causes it to approach the conditions that 
are found in the lakes, and, as would be expected, several 
of the forms that inhabit the lakes are also found in the 
stream. Out of the ten species of caddie larvae, four are 
also t'ound in the lakes. Thus half of the caddis-.1pay-fly fa.una 
has representatives in some of the lakes. This does not 
hold with the stone-flies of the stream, none o:t which are 
found in any lake • . The one species which lives in the lake 
is not found in the stream and is restricted to Upper Crater 
Lake. 
A study of the fauna of the swift stream shows consider-
able overlapping between zones. T)le surface oi· the stones 
has several species in common with the shore zone on the one 
hand and under the surface o± the stones on the other hand. 
There are, however, no species common to the under surface 
of the stones and the shore zone. The caseless caddie larvae 
and stone-fly nymphs which form the greater bulk of the pop-
ulation under the stones, perhaps come out upon the exposed 
surfaoes only in search of food, while it is evident that the 
surface living may-fly larvae never go under the atones . 
(Table V). The forms living under the stones are also very 
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seldom found along shore. 
Table v. Species of The SWift-Stream Community. 
. 
. 
Species 
: Ephemerida 
. 
: Nl02 Ecdyurus "a" 
: N104 Baetis "a" 
: Nio5 Baetie "b" 
· Nl06 Ameletus "a'* 
; Nl07 Baetis "c" 
: NllO Genus "B" "a" 
. 
. 
: Plecoptera 
: N2 Perlodee "a" 
: N3 Perlodes "h" 
: NB Peria "a" 
: Nll Isopter~ "b" 
: N13 Nemura a" 
: Nl5 Nemura "h" 
. 
. 
: Trichoptera 
: 1201 
: L2o2 
: L2o3 
:t2o4 
: !1207 
: 1208 
: 12o9 
: "!210 
:?1213 
: t217 
; 11221 
. . . 
. . 
Along Shore : Surface of stones : Under Stones: 
* 
* 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* . 
* 
• 
* * 
* * 
* 
* 
* 
* * 
* 
* * 
* 
* * 
* 
a. Shore zone. Clinging to t he submerged portion of the 
vegetation, which i s the chie f characteri stic of the shore 
zone, are f ound such lake-inhabiting f orms as 1203, L213, and 
Ameletue "a" (Nl06), (Table V). In addition to these, a 
oaddia larva (1217) and a may- f'ly nymph (Baetis ".!" (Nl06) 
found only in t he stream, constitute an i mportant part of the 
Shore popula tion. The caddis l arvae build their cases of the 
Badge on which they live and the pieces of wood which occasion-
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ally lodge or f loat past them. The may-fly nymphs are of the 
swimming type. The marginal hairs on the three caudal setae 
f orm a paddle which serves as an eff icient organ f or propell-
ing them through the water. 
b. Surface of stones. This zone seems to be a region 
of genera l overla9ping, including certain species i 'ound also 
in the s nore zone, certain others found also under the atones, 
together with some f orms entirely confined to the surfaces 
of the rocks. .daetis "b" is a typical surface larva and is 
very seldom taken along shore and never under the atones. 
( 1.lable V). 1207, a caddis larva, which was recorded as be-
ing f ound under the stones, is perhaps strictly a surface-
living s pecies. In the lakes it goes under the stones only 
in time of pupation and the f act that most ot the specimens 
taken from the stream were pupae, lends itself as a possible 
explanation. The oaddis larva 1202, which lives only in the 
stream, furnished further evidence that this is the probable 
explanation. The entire larval period is spent on the ex-
posed surfaces but at the time OI pupation it Iastens itself 
to the lower side of the stones. 
c. Under the stones. The stone-Ily larvae form the 
greater part of the popula tion in this zone. They are rep-
resented by six different species, found almost exclusively 
under the stones whence they make short excursions to the 
more exposed parts but return when disturbed. Judging from 
their relation to the stones in the upper lakes, it is doubt-
ful if they use the silty bottom to any great extent. The 
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oaseless caddie larvae, as has been mentioned, also make 
thi s part of the stream their headquarters. 
2. The very- swift - stream community. 
This habitat differs from that of the swift stream in 
several respects, the most important of which is the absence 
of a shore zone. The bottom is very rough, being composed 
mostly of large boulders many of which project above the 
water. The stream has a fall of about twenty to twenty five 
per cent and is so swift that very little vegetation is able 
to grow on the surfaces of the stones. This type of habitat 
is represented in all sections of the stream except that be-
tween Upper and Lower Crater Lak es. Figure 7 shows most of 
the peculiarities of such a stream, but unfortunately the 
photographs were taken during the latter part of the season 
when the amount of water was considerably reduced. 
We have noticed that in the swift stream about half of 
the total number of species making up the caddis--and may-fly 
population were also found in some of the lakes. This is 
not true to such a great extent of the very swift stream. 
All of the six species of caddie larvae o f" this community 
are restricted to the stream, while only two of the six 
species of may-fly larvae (Nl06 and Nl02) have representa-
tives in the lakes. Another marked difference is the ab-
sence of the large caddie larvae which build their cases 
out of wood and stone, and the abundance of the caselees 
species. 
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Fig. 7. 
The Habitat of the Very-Swift-Stream Com-
munity. (Photographed by Dodds and Hisaw) 
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Table VI Species of the Very Swift stream community 
Species 
. 
: ~hemerida 
:Ol Iron "a" 
: N1o3 Genus "A" "a" 
:Nl04 Baetis "a" 
: Nl05 Baetis "b" 
: Nl06 Ameletus "a" 
. 
. 
: Plecoptera 
: NS Perla "a" 
:N2 Perlodes "a" 
: N9 Capnia "b" 
:Nll Isopter~ "b" 
: N15 Nemura "b" 
. 
. 
:Trichoptera 
:L20l 
:L202 
:L203 
:L209 
:L211 
:L217 
. 
: Surface of Stones : Under Stones; 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* * 
* * 
* 
a. Surface of stones. The species occupying the sur-
faces of the stones (Table VI) are Iron "a" (NlOl), Baetia 
"b'' ( Nl05), Ameletua ".!:" ( Nl06 ), Bae tis "a" ( Nl04) , and 
caddis larvae L217 a nd L202. 1.!:£!! "!:!:" lives in the swift-
est parts of t he stream, on the clean surfaces of the stones t 
a nd i s found only in the part of the creek below Lower Crater 
La~e. The factor that prevents its entering the swift stream 
community seems to be the growth of vegetation which covers 
the bottom. Ameletus "a" is found in the quieter places 
along the shore and does not venture into the swifter parts. 
Thi s i s also true to a great extent, of Baetis "a " but 
Baetis "b" is a typical surface species and may be taken 
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from both the quieter and swifter places. The two species 
of caddis larvae which bear cases (1202 and 1217) are very 
small, a quarter of an inch or less in length. The head of 
larva L217 i s round and antero-posteriorly compressed, so 
that the fxontal part is perpendicular to the supporting 
surface. The case is short and cylindrical and is built of 
fine woody fiber. This species seldom ventures into the 
swifter parts of the stream where the stones receive the 
greatest shock from the water. Species 1202 which has a 
small cylindrical head and builds a lone, tapering case of 
fine sand grains and mica, lives in both the quieter and 
swifter parts. 
b. Under the stones. The conditions under the stones 
are about the same as those f or the swift stream habitat 
and the species represented are about the same. The few 
differences are shown in table VI. 
3. Community of the torrents and falls. 
The community of the torrents and falls is the most 
spectacular and in a few respects the most interesting of 
all. Here the ani~als are subjected to the most rigorous 
conditions and it is only by means of special adaptations 
that they are able to malntain their positions in the stream. 
Here, not only is a s hore zone wanting but the rocky bottom 
is entirely free from exposed surfaces, also have a very 
poor g rowth of algae and in many pla ces are worn perfectly 
smooth. This kind of habitat is found only in the steepest 
parts of the stream between Middle and Lower Crater LaKea 
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and below East Crater Lake. 
The caddis larvae inhabiting this community are caseless, 
(Table VII) except the two species (L202 and 1217) which do 
enter the swi f ter parts of the stream, and were spoken of in 
some detail under the discu8sion of the very-swift-stream 
community. The three species (1208, 1211 and 1218) which do 
not build cases inhabit the milder parts of the torrent 
where the bottom is rough . A marked characteristic of these 
larvae is the absence of gill filaments. In the swift-stream 
community, there was only one species of this type (L208) 
which did not have well developed gill filaments, while half 
of those in the very swift stream had gills. I t is also · ob-
served that L208 and L211 are representatives of the very-
swift-stream community while L218 is the only larva confined 
to the torrents. 
. 
Table VII Species of the Torrents 
and .H'alls Community. 
Species Surface of Stones 
:Ephemerida 
· NlOl Iron "a" * 
:Nl04 Baetie "a" * 
;N105 Baetis "h" * 
. 
. 
: Trichoptera· 
:L202 * 
:L208 * 
:L2fl * 
: L217 * 
:L218 * 
Iron "~" ( Nl02), Ba.et is "b" ( Nl05) and a few indi vid-
uals of Bae tis "~" are the may- f lies o:t this community. 
(Table VII) Iron "a" is strongly dorso-ventrally compressed 
- -
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and the gill l amellae are used a s a sucKing organ f or holding 
to the bottom. It doe s no t enter t he swiftest parts o:t the 
stream a11d is found. only in the region below Lower Crater 
Lake. Baetis "b" is small, has a round body, and is f ound 
in all parts of the stream, Baetis "!!", whlch also has a round 
body, is larger and is found in small numbers only in the 
quieter places. Iron "a" and Baetis "b" ea ch has its own way 
of maintaining its position in the swi f t water. Iron avoids 
the current by hugging the bottom with its flat body and 
Baetis "b" depends wholly on its ability to hold on. Of 
these two methods the l a tter is the most eff icient, and this 
difference in ability causes a zonation that is very strik-
ing in both the torrents and falls. 
Figure 8 represents a typical torrent which flows down 
a steeply inclined, crooked, trough-shaped crevice. This was 
studied in some detail. At ~ and .E, only the round may~fly 
nymph (Baetis "b") is found, while both it and Iron "~" live 
at o which is an eddy. The rock at a receives the full 
force of the water which i s thrown acroao towards b caus-
ing an eddy at £• Then the water glides off over a smooth 
surface with the swifter part d, whioh is partly hidden, 
against the right bank. In this part both species occupy 
the places at .!. and f and only the round ones are at d. The 
flat ones (.!!..2.!! "~") seem to be able to stay where the water 
is moderately swift provided it does not fall on the rook at 
t h m 
an angle that would have a tendency to li f t A of f the bottom. 
Thia susceptibility to current is also shown where the 
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Fig. 8 
The Habitat of the ~ orrent Community. 
(Photographed by Dodds and Hisaw) 
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water flows down smaller, crooked, trough-shaped crevices 
found in places along side the main torrent. When the water 
flows down one of these crevices it is reflected from side 
00 le.,·; 
to aide as shown in figural\ • The water traveling along some 
such line ~e £ strikes at a and is thrown across to the op-
posite side~·· These places receive the full force of the 
r i a.gr a.m showi ng the f lov.; of ·::a.t er in ::1. c rooked> 
t rough shaped crevice . 
water, while such places as !. and!' do not. Neither is the 
bottom oi' the crevice opposite b and!' washed as hard as 
the sides at a and a•. Both the round (Baetis "~") and the 
- . -
flat (1!.2.!! ".!") live at these place• which do not receive 
the direct flow of the water while at such places as a and 
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a' only the round ones are found.. In the less swift places 
aa b and b' the tusk-sliaped oaddis larva (L202) also inhabits 
the bottom of the crevices. 
This zonation is very striking in the falls, as shown 
in figure 10. The water at a falls on the f lat surface of 
the rock below. That at .£ being the quietest and that at 
o the swiftest. Both the round and flat may-fly nymphs are 
found at b, at .£ only the round ones, and between these places 
all stages in the eliminating process can be found. A few 
of the round ny.mphs were also taken from the surface of the 
boulder at d which receives the f ull force of about a four 
foot fall. The little wooden-cased and the tusk-shaped 
oaddis larvae (L217 and 1202) live in the stream at such 
places as e and f where the water is only moderately swift. 
The above examples of the torrent and fall community 
were taken from the region below East Crater Lake, but the 
descriptions f or the conditions and the inhabitants could be 
applied equally well to the parts of the stream below Lower 
Crater Lake except that ...!!..2!! "a" does not extend into this 
part of the stream. 
Another form that has not been mentioned is a small 
black dipterous larva, which has not been identified, which 
inhabits all parts of the stream. It is found under all 
conditions from the most rigorous to the · mildest. A species 
of black- f ly larva also lives in all three communities but 
does not enter the more trying conditions of the torrents 
and falls. 
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Fig. 10 
The Habitat of the Falls Community. 
(Photographed by Dodds and Hisaw) 
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In the discussion of the stream communities it was 
pointed out tha t there is an overlapp ing of the zones in each 
community. The tables showing the distribution ot the mem-
bers in ea c h communi ty may be cons idered as cross-sections of 
the stream which show the relations existing between t he species 
in the di f ferent parts of each habitat. A point of equal ec-
ological interest is t he relation between the larvae of the 
different communities. r o make thi s comparison the habitats 
have been arranged on the basis of the difficulties they offer 
the larvae which inhabit them. ( Table VIII). The most rig-
orous conditions are found in the torrents and falls where 
there is only one species that is not a1so found in the very-
swift*stream community, while all except two of those in the 
very-swift•stream community, have representa tives in the 
swift stream. The overlapping bet~een the swift-stream com-
munity and that of the l ake is not s o striking, primarily 
because the stone-flies do not enter the lakes. In contrast 
to the tables showing the distribution in the particular hab-
itats Table VIII could be thought of as a longitudinal sect-
' 
ion of the stream showing all the ecological conditions in 
the several habitats and the overlapping of the species which 
live in them. 
VI. THE ADAPTATIONS OF AQUATIC INSECT LARV.AE. 
A. ADAPTATIONS OF IvIAY-FLY NYMPHS. 
The many problems presented by the widely varied environ-
ment in whioh the different species of may-flies live have 
been solved in several interesting ways which sometimes ap-
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proach the bizarre. In general t he conditions both in the 
l akes and the streams, resolve themselves into two problems 
whi ch are closely a llied. Those that swim in the quieter water 
have t he problem of getting through the water, while those 
that wal'k or cling to the bottom in the torrent have the prob-
lem of letting the water past t hem while retaining the same 
position on the bot tom. One is the difficulty of propulsion 
and the other retention. 
Doctor Needham has found by experimenting with different 
shaped bodies of the same wei ght and volume tha t those which 
have the f orm of a cone offer less resistance to the water when 
drawn blunt end first than when drawn in the reverse direction. 
This is due to the fact tha t the water which is pushed away 
by the blunt end is allowed to clo se in behind without a ten-
dency to f orm a vaouum which would tend to pull the object 
back . The re s i s tance is further reduced if the forward end is 
also bluntly conical. A study of the swimming f orms shows 
that they are c onstructed on the general plan of a cone with 
the head forming the larger, somewhat rounded end. It is evi-
dent that if this shape is beneficial to an animal which 
swims through the water it is of equal advantage to one which 
remains stationary and lets the water flow past. The former 
condition is that f ound in the lakes; the latter in the stream. 
1. Ameletus ".!" (Nl06) 
Ameletus "a" (Fig. 10) is a typical swimming species 
which has a long tapering body and lives in the lakes and 
quieter parts of the stream. _.The three caudal setae are de-
Fig. 10. Ameletus "a" (Nl06) (Le~-hand figure) A typi-
lake species which has the caudal setae devel-
oped into a paddle. (Photograph from drawing 
made by G. T. Kline.) 
Fig. 11. Baetis "b" (Nl03) (Right-hand figure) A round-
bodied, torrent species which maintains its 
position in the current by holding on with its 
lega. (Photograph from drawing made by G. T. 
Kline.) 
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veloped into a great paddle which, like the tail of a fish t 
serves a s a propeller. The two outer setae have long hai rs 
on their inner margins which meet and f orm a lattice work with 
t hose of the middle one , which is fri nged on both sides. The 
legs are ·used primarily fo r support when the animal i s at 
rest; only secondarily as walking organs , and when swimming 
t hey a re directed backwards and held clos e against the side, 
thus g iving the least re s istance to the water. The detaiied 
s tructure will be brought out more fully in connection with 
the stream f orms. 
2. Baetis "..!?." (Nl03) 
This larva (Fig.11) as has been mentioned, belongs to 
the torrent and fall communi ty, and i s an example of the type 
which clings to the rocks with its head up stream i nstead of 
swimming . The s hape of the body is, i n gener al, like that of 
Ameletus "a" but there are certain mrked differences between 
them. The caudal setae are not modified into a paddle, as there 
i s lit tle need of a propelling organ . The cond itions are such 
that if an attempt were ma.de to swim, it would end disas-
trously. The middle caudal seta is reduced to an unsegmented 
rudiment which enables the outer two to be pressed closely 
together, thus forming a more perfect apex to the cone-shaped 
body. The legs are also quite different from those of~­
letus "a". They are very much larger in proportion to the body 
and the tibia i s articulated in a way which enables it, a s 
well as the tarsus and hook, to be directed forward and placed 
l inst the surface to which it is holding . The square y aga -
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femurs are dorso-ventrally flattened and the anterior margins 
are held closer to the bottom than the posterior ones. This 
po s ition causes the leg) and conseque ntly the animal, to be 
held firmly aga inst the bottom. That is, when the nymph is 
situated ·in the current with its head up stream the water 
which is caught by the anterior margin of e a ch femur is de-
flected upwards causing pressure to be exerted on the dorsal 
surface, and as a result, the leg is pushed against the rock. 
Yet it is important, under these conditions, to expose as 
small a surface of the leg to the current as possible. With 
the relation the nymph has to the current the two positions 
of the leg which woul d offer the leas t resistance would be 
when they were held straight ahead or behind. The former is 
the only one of t hese two that could work, but neither of 
these positions would give the body a stable anchorage. In 
order not to be washed about the points of attachment must be 
close to either side. Both of these requirements have been 
met by folding the legs so that the femurs are directed back-
wards and the tibiae and tarsi forwards, thus caus ing most 
of the leg to be nearly parallel with the current, moreover 
the water caught by the small lateral expanse is used to 
hold the l eg to the bottom. .Another peculiarity of the legs 
is shown in the cross-sections of the f emurs and tibiae. 
This shows that they are also built on the general principle 
of a cone. They are flattened, but thi cker on the anterior 
margin which i s exposed to t he crurr ent, become thinner post-
eriorly, and are fringed with hairs suggesting the tapering 
end of the body with its caudal setae. These points are, no 
doubt, the most interesting and obvious adaptatiol!lS which 
enable Baetis "b" to withstand the great force of the current 
to which it is exposed, but the exact way in which some of 
them work is not fully understood and are problems which re-
quire further investigation. 
3. Bae tie "a" ( N104) 
In the discussion of Ameletus "a" and Baetis "b" two ex-
tremea have been considered. One represents a lake form which 
is subjected to the mildest of conditions, the other may be 
thought of as a lake species which has undergone the minimum 
modifications which would enable it to meet the rigorous re-
quirements of the torrents. Bae tis "b" represents a mean be-
tween these two extremes, both in habitat and adaptations. 
It inhabits the surfaces of the stones in the swift and very 
swift stream communities, but does not enter the swiftest parts 
of the torrent. The three caudal setae are well developed 
but the marginal hairs are not long enough to form an effici-
ent paddle. The legs and tarsal hooks are smaller in propor-
tion to the body than those of Baetis ".£", and perhaps oannot 
hold as closely to the bottom. Baetis "a" also occupies an 
intermediate position wi th relation to s ize, which is, no 
doubt, an adaptation. The relation between size of body and 
legs is not so much of a problem for the forms living in the 
lakes as it is for those living in the stream. In the stream 
the legs or other organs of attachment must be built in ao-
d ith the size of the object which they are to hold. cor ance w 
Baetis "a" i s larger than Baetia "b" and, as mentioned, 1 ts 
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legs are smaller in proportion to the body, so if it should 
ever enter the torrent community it would, among other things, 
have to ei~her decrease the s ize of the body or increase the 
size of the legs . But under the present condition s it does 
not need a body which i s adapted for the swiftest water or 
legs tha t can be so perfectly adjusted to the bottom, and as 
it swims very little, a well developed paddle is not a nee-
essity. 
4. ~ "!:" (NlOl) 
This nymph (Fig. 12) inh~bits the clean surfaces of the 
stones in the very swift stream and torrents but is found 
only i n the portions which do not receive the direct shock of 
the water. Its adaptations, although in nany respects more 
Bpectacula r, are not a s e ffective a s those of Baetis "b". 
Ins tead o:f depending on adapta tions which would offer the 
least resis tance to the water, as in the round bodied forms, 
Iron "a'' a.voids the current by having a broad body that is 
strongly dorso-ventrally compressed, thus enabling it to hug 
close to the bottom. The gill lamellae are modified into a 
suck ing organ. The first pair by overlapping under the an-
terior end of the abdomen (Fig. 13) forms a very broad half-
moon shaped pla te, and the seventh pair f orms a si~ilar ar-
rangement at the posterior end, The other ~ive pairs extend 
latero-posteriorly, each one overlapping the one behind and 
in this way f orming an eliptical sucker. The legs are all 
well adapted for holding to the bottom. The nymphs orient 
themselves with the head up stream as does Baetis "b", and 
Fig. 12. Iron "a" ( NlOl) (Left-hand figure) A flat-
bodied, torrent species which has the gill 
lamellae developed into a sucker. (Photo-
graph from drawing made by G. T. Xl.ine.) 
Fig. 13. Iron"&" (NlOl) (Right-hand figure) Ventral 
view showing the sucker. (Photograph from 
drawing made by G. T. Aline.) 
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the legs have about the same relation to the body. The tibiae 
are flattened on the anterior margin in a way which forms a 
sharp edge that is held close to the bottom and causes the 
water to be directed over the dorsal surface. The general 
plan of a. cone is formed by a ridge just back of the anterior 
edge and to the posterior surface of this is attached the 
marginal hairs. These hairs are long a nd extend well over the 
posterior margin, thus preventing an eddy behind the legs. 
The head is also very strongly compressed. The frontal plate 
is broader in front than behind, and when pressed against the 
supporting surface, it completely covers the mouth parts. The 
slightly curved anterior margin bears a dense fringe of hairs 
which prevent the water from running under the animal by 
directing it over the top of the head. This in itself would 
cause pressure on top of the head which would help to hold it 
to the bottom, but at the same time there is an additional 
means provided. Just back of the anterior edge where the 
head becomes narrower the water that was caught by the broad-
er part begins to flow off laterally and has a tendency to 
form a vacuum in the region ventral to the eyes. All of the 
adaptations mentioned so far are quite different from those 
of the round bodied forms, and are of such a nature that the 
force of the current presses the insect close against the 
rook. There is, however, a similarity between Iron "a" and 
Baetis "b" in the structure of the caudal aetae. In both 
species the middle seta is reduced to a rudiment and the 
remiining two serve to bring the posterior end of the body 
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to a more perfect point . Although the ab domen of Iron "a" 
is cons iderably f l at tened it would end bluntly if i t were not 
for the two caudal setae. 
Iron "~" is considerably larger than Baetis "b" but its 
adaptations enable it to live in ver y swift current provided 
the water f lows smoothl y over t he stones on which the nymph 
rest s , but i f the bottom is rough it i s limited t o the parts 
where the water does not fall on the rock s wit h enough force 
to lift it off . The marked zonation between this nymph and 
Baetia "b" in the t orrents a nd falls is, to a great extent, 
due t o the lif ting tendency of the water as well as its swift-
ness. 
Another group of adaptations, which are not directly 
connected with the problem of resisting the current, are 
those of the mouth parts. The palpi of the f irst and second 
maxillae of this species are develped into four brushes whi ch 
work l a terally, protected by the front margin of the head, 
and are used, no doubt, f or sweeping f ood material from the 
bottom. These structures are very different from those of the 
specie s which have been de s cribed. Baetis "a" and "b" have 
sharp chisel-s Daped mouth parts which are used for nibbling 
the scant ve getation on the rocks where they live, while the 
first maxillae of Ameletus "~" are provided with sharp hook-
shaped spines which are perhaps used for catching plankton. 
5. Genus "!" "!:". ( N103) 
Genus "A" "a" (Fig. 14) is a large robust nymph which 
- -
lives under the stones in the v ery swift stream. The body is 
Fig. 14. Genus "A" "a" (Nl03) A nymph which lives under 
the stones in the very swift stream. Ventral 
side of abdoman fDrms sucking disc. (Photo-
graph from drawing made by G. T. Kline.) 
dorso-ventrally compressed but not so much so as that of Iron 
"a". The head is small in proportion to the body and the 
narrow frontal plate forms an angle of about f orty f ive de-
grees with the bottom. The anterior edge of the frontal plate 
is fringed with hair s which, no doubt, work in the same way 
as the corresponding structures in Iron "a", · but its shape and 
the great angle at which it is held to the bottom allows it 
to receive the full force of so much water that its efficiency 
is greatly reduced. The fe murs are flat with saw-tooth pro-
jections on both the anterior and posterior edges and are 
slanted in a way that the force of the stream would push them 
against the body. The tibiae are flat but are not held in a 
position that would cause their fla tness to be of advantage 
in swift water. 
The most reanrka.ble adaptation of this. species is a 
sucker on the ventral side of the abdomen (Fig. 14 ). Each 
segment of the abdomen bears a dense tuft of hairs on the 
outer margin of the sterna. These tufts are situated on a 
ridge which is well developed on the anterior segments but 
is less prominent on the posterior ones where the hairs are 
scattered over the entire surface of the stern.a. The effici-
ency of this sucker and its exact importance to the nymph may 
be judged from the conditions under which it lives. It has 
never been f ound anywhere except under the stones, where it 
is obvious that the most excellent current resisting devices 
are not needed. Perhaps these adaptations are used when the 
nymph ventures out into the swift stream in search of food 
but its great size would prevent it from entering the more 
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rigorous conditions. Moreover, although the sucker enables the 
insect to hold quite firmly to any smooth surface, it appears 
that it must be released when the nymph moves. In spite of 
the appare~t excellency of this sucking organ the nymph cannot 
resist as strong a current as can Iron "a" or Baetis nb". 
6. Ecdyu.rus "!:" ( Nl02) • 
This species (Fig. 15) has a very wide distribution, be-
ing found under the stones in all parts of the stream where 
such a zone exists, and it is also found in Upper crater Lake, 
which has a bottom free from decaying organic matter. This 
wide distribution is perhaps due to the constant conditions 
which exist under the stones, while there is little difference 
between lake and stream. The oxygen content of the water under 
the stones in the lakes is probably about the same as that of 
this zone in the quieter parts of the swift stream and the 
current is not an important factor in either place. In har-
mony with these conditions it should be expected that the 
species found living here should also be conservative in its 
adaptations. 
In several respects the adaptations of Ecdyurus "!:" seems 
to be a combination of those found in ..!!'...2a "a" and Baetis ".:!?"• 
The body is dorso-ventrally compressed but not nearly so much 
as that of Iron "a". The head is more rounded and its expand-
- -
ed margin does not cover all of the mouth parts, neither can 
its anterior ma rgin be held closely against the bottom. The 
tibae and tarsi are almost cylindrical and do not have a mar-
Fig. 15. Ecdyurus "a" (Nl02) Flat-bodied nymph living 
under the stones in stream and clean bottomed 
la~~e s. (Photograph from drawing made by 
G. T. Kline.) 
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ginal row of hairs. The femurs have a short row of hairs on 
t he pos terior mar gin but a re not flattened as much as those of 
Iron "a" or Baetis "b". The legs are also very delicately 
articulated with the body which would prevent them from being 
of much use in resisting the shock of the swift stream. Thia 
difference in f ragility is very strikingly shown by the fac t 
that it is very hard to find a complete specimen of Ecdyurus 
"a" in my collection, while almo s t every individual of Iron 
"a" is perfect . This conservatism i s again shown in the de-
velopment of the caudal setae. All three are well developed 
and the middle one prevents the outer two from being pressed 
close together, which i s the means used by the torrent species 
f or perfecting their cone-shaped bodies . Thus in no way 
would t hese imperfect adaptations enable the owner to meet 
the diff icult conditions under which certain other species 
live. 
7. Relation of Gill Area to Body Weight . 
It was observed that some of the forms living in the lakes 
had very large gill lamellae while those living in the stream 
did not have them so well developed , and assuming, as is pro -
bably the ca se, that the oxygen content in the lakes is less 
than in the stream, investigations were made to f ind the re-
lation between respiratory surface and body weight. If the 
oxygen content of the water in the lakes is less than that in 
the stream, it should take a larger respiratory surface per 
unit body weight for those species living in the lakes than 
for those living in the . stream~ ~he results of this investi-
gation, while of considerable interest, should not be taken 
were 
as conclusive, because the data A obtained from preserved 
material and because a sufficient number of species have not 
been studied. 
Assuming that the body fluid of the nymphs was about the 
same density as water, the alcoholic specimens were soaked 
in distilled water until the alcohol had been removed. Then 
the specimens were quickly dried with filter paper, in order 
to remove excess water on the surface. The weights were 
taken on a chemical balance which weighed to the fourth place. 
The container in which the nymphs were weighed oonsisted of 
a vial, with a tightly fitting cover, and was filled about 
half full of water. This was weighed a number of times in 
order to determine the evaporation rate. After the contain--
er had been ·weighed, a nymph was placed in the vial and the 
total weight recorded. In this manner a number of specimens 
were weighed, and their average taken as that of the species. 
The gill lamellae were removed and outlined under known 
magnification and their areas were determined by means of 
a planimeter. In this case also, the average for several 
speoimens was taken as the area for the species. 
Table IX, a tabulation of the results, seems to show 
that in some cases there is a direct relation between gill 
surface and the probable amount of oxygen in the plaoe where 
the species lives. Siphlurus "a" which lives on the silty 
bottom of East Crater Lake, where on the account of the 
great amount of decaying organic matter the oxygen content 
of the water would be expected to be low, has a very large 
Table IX. 
Species 
Siphlurus "a" 
Callibaetis "a" 
Baetis "a" 
Baetis "b" 
Iron "a" 
Ecdyurus "a" 
Ameletus "a" 
Relation of Gill Area to Body Weight. 
Ration 
grams to sq. cm. Habita t 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
28.4 
20.4 
17.0 
10.3 
24.l 
28.8 
9.3 
Silty bottom of lake. 
Vegetation in lakes. 
Quieter parts of stream. 
Torrent. 
Torrent. 
Under stones. 
Lak:e and stream. 
gill area. When at rest the posterior end of the abdomen 
is almo s t completely covered with silt and the gill lamellae 
are very much smaller than those on the anterior end, which 
is well above the mud. The gill surface is also increased 
on the anterior end by having the first two pairs of lamellae 
doubled. Callibaetis "!!" (not found in the Crater Lakes) 
lives on the vegetation and rocks where the oxygen content 
is probably greater than on the muddy bottom of the lakes, 
and as would be expected, its ratio of respiratory surface 
to body weight is smaller than for Siphlurus "a". 
Baetis "~" is taken from the vegetation and the sur-
face of stones in the swift and very swift stream communi-
ties. These conditions are intermediate between those of 
the lakes and torrents and it has been pointed out that 
the adaptation of the nymph for resisting the current are 
also intermediate between those of the forms living in 
these two extremes. The same also holds for the ratio 
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between body weight and respiratory surface. That of Siph-
lurus "a" being 1 28 and that of Baetia "b" 1 : 10, while 
for Baetia ~.!" it is 1 : 17. 
Iron "~" (Fig. 12) which is a torrent species and has 
a ratio of 1 : 24 seems to be an exception. However this 
large gill area can be accounted for if the specialization 
of the gill lamellae to form a sucking organ is taken into 
consideration. When thus used only the upper surface comes 
into contact with the water, so that the functional gill 
area is really reduced one half. There is also an addition-
al specialization which must be considered. At the base 
of each lamella there is a bunch of well developed gill 
filaments which are exposed to the water and are, no doubt, 
functional respiratory organs. Perhaps when the gills were 
specialized into a sucking apparatus these filaments were 
developed to take the place of the respiratory surface that 
was lost. I f these filaments are counted in with half of 
the gill surface, the ratio would be about 1 : 12.7, just a 
little greater than that for Baetis "~"· 
The very large gill area of Ecdyurus "a" (Fig. 16), 
another stream species, can also be explained by the condi-
tions under which it lives. The oxygen content of the water 
under the stones where this nymph lives cannot be as great 
as that for the other parts of the stream, but whether 
there is enough decaying organic matter to reduce it to 
the level that is found in the lakes remains to be proven. 
But if .this is the case, the large gill area of Ecdyurus 
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"a" is an adaptation which enables it to live und.er t hese 
conditions. 
Arneletus ".!::" (:Pig. 10) is found in the lakes and quiet-
er parts of the stream. This species has a very small gill 
area, the reason for which cannot be explained on the theory 
that the oxygen content of the water in the lakes and quiet-
er parts of the stream is less than that of the swifter parts 
of the stream. Yet there are a few things that may lead to 
something definite. The mouth parts, as described, seem to 
be specialized for catching plankton, which is strained out 
of the water while the nymph i s swimming. From observa-
tion it is known that Ameletus "a" is very active, spending 
a great part of its time swimming near the surface where the 
water is fairly well saturated with oxygen, but whether or 
not the hooks on the first maxillae are used for catching 
food is not known. If it is found that this point is true 
it will have an important place in the explanation of the 
small gill area. 
This study of the adaptations throws some light on the 
probable evolution of the may-flies. It would be expected 
that the ancestral f orms first entered the lakes or quiet-
er parts of the stream and from here gradually worked their 
way into the swifter parts. There were two possible lines 
of evolution. They could either avoid the current by liv-
ing under the stones or adapt themselves to re sist the 
current on the surfaces of the stones. Evidently the nymphs 
took advantage of both these possibilities. The round 
bodied forms meeting the conditio.ns on the surfaces have 
their climax represented in Baetis "b", those which 
specialized for the conditions under the stones acquired 
large gill areas and flat bodies. These forms are, per-
haps, the ancestors of 1.!:£!! "a" which has used its flat 
bo~y and large gill area for a sucking organ. These two 
lines of evolution are particularly emphasized by the de-
velopment of the caudal setae. It was pointed out that 
all of the species belonging strictly to the quieter places 
had three caudal setae while those living in the torrents 
had only two. For the round bodied forms the disappearance 
of the middle seta can be traced directly from Ameletus "a" 
through Baetis "a" to Baetis "b". For those species which 
live under the stones there is little necessity for losing 
the middle seta, so all of them are well developed though 
the marginal hairs are missing. When such species aa 1!.2!! 
"a" entered the torrent from under the stone a, the middle 
caudal seta degenerated and allowed the posterior end of the 
body to become more pointed. That these are the true lines 
of develop~ent is further evinced by the structure of the 
caudal setae of Baetis "b" and Iron "a" the two caudal 
- - ' 
setae of Baetis "b" having rudimentary hairs resembling 
those of the other round species while those of l!:2.!! "a" 
do not have marginal hairs arrl resemble tho se of the flat 
species. 
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Conclusion 
The adaptations of the may-fly nymphs may be summar-
ized as follows: 
1. The adaptations of the may-flies are for two pur-
poses. 
a. For propelling the animal through the water as 
shown by the species living in the lakes and 
quieter parts of the stream, e.g.Ecdyurus "~" 
b. For resisting the current. This was met in 
two ways! 
1. By decreasing in size and having a body 
shaped in a way that offers the least re-
sistance to the water, e.g. Baetis "b" 
2. By avoiding the shock of the water by 
having a flat form and using the gill 
lamellae as a sucker, e.g. ~ "~" 
2. There seems to be a definite relation between body 
weight and respiratory surface which is, perhaps, 
governed by the oxygen content of the water in 
which the animal lives. 
3. The anoestral f orms of the may-flies first lived in 
the lakes and quieter parts of the stream and be-
came adapted for living in the torrents along two 
\ . 
di verging lines of development: 
a. Some developed an elongated cone-shaped body 
which would offer the minimum resistance to 
the water. 
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b. Some developed a ±~at body and a large gill 
area for living under the stones and later 
used these a daptations for sucking to the 
exposed surfaces of the r oclrs. 
B. THE ADAPTATI ONS OF THE CADDIS-FLY LARVAE. 
One of the most interesting adaptations of the caddis-
fly larvae is t he case, and more particularly the materials 
used in its cons truction (Fig. 16). The s pecies living in 
the lower lakes build their ca ses almost entirely of woody 
material while t hose living in the stream and the upper 
lake s use mica or sand grains. The advantage of wood over 
sand particles for the forms living in the lakes which have 
a muddy bottom is that of lightness. This enables them to 
crawl over the soft bottom or climb up and down the sub-
merged vegetation more easily. Those living in the upper 
lakes and stream are not handicapped by having a case com-
posed of mica or sand grains because it can be easily drag-
ged over the stony bottom. Most of the caddis larvae also 
shape their cases in a way which will give the least re-
sistance to the surface over which they crawl. They are 
not straight, but arched so that the anterior and posteri-
or ends touch the bottom. Mos t of the weight of the an-
terior end is borne on the legs while only the tip of the 
posterior end drags. 
Fig. 16. L205. This caddis larva lives in the lakes and 
builds its case out of wood and mica during the 
early larval stage and later adds sand grains. 
(Photograph from drawing made by G. T. Kline.) 
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The ecological importance of the materials of which 
caddis larvae build their cases is not fully understood. It 
is not de f initely known whether they use the objects which 
are most available or are capable of selecting a particular 
kind of material and have become so intimately associated 
with it that its absence would keep them from entering a 
community where it is not found. The data gained by this 
investigation seem to substantiate the latter view. Part 
of the evidence offered is the fact that some of the lake 
species are also found in the stream where other materials 
are equally available and they do not choose them. The 
ability to select building materials is also demonstrated 
by the queer way in which some of the larva living in the 
upp er lakes and stream construct their pupa cases. The 
larval case is entirely of mica (L204) or mica and wood 
(L205) and as t he time f or pupation approaches sand grains 
are added to its anterior end. (Fig. 16) After a cylinder 
" _/ 
long enough to hold t he ~-··has been built the mica part 
is cut off and the larva, after sealing both ends of the 
stone case, pupates. This is a unique way of obtaining a 
relatively light case during the active, feeding, larval 
period and a heavy stable one for . the helpless, inactive 
pupa. These species show a selective ability, at two 
different times during their larval period, between the 
materials used in building their oases. 
The caddie larvae have also acquired adaptations which 
enable them to live in the very-swift-stream and torrent 
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communities. The larva with the tapering tusk-shaped case 
(L202) is able to live on the exposed surfaces of the atones 
in almost t he swiftest parts, while the other case-bearing 
larva (L217) which also enters the torrent is confined to 
the crevices along the e dge of the water. The shape of the 
case is the most important factor which accounts for this 
difference in distribution. The case of L202 is elongated 
and cone-shaped while that of 1217 is almost cylindrical 
and less slender. The value of a cone-shaped body was em-
phasized in connection with the adaptation of the may- f lies 
and it is very probable that this is also the most important 
factor which gives L202 the advantage over 1217. It has 
also been shown that tho se species which maintain their pos-
itions in the torrent by grasping rather than sucking or by 
fastening themselves with webs, are small. This may explain 
the ab sence of the larger species in the torrent community. 
The caseless caddie larvae (Fig. 17 and 18) are also 
of interest on account of their adaptations, the most im-
portant of which is that of the gill filaments. The species 
living in the quieter parts of the stream have well develop-
ed gill filaments, while those species which live in the 
torrent are almost completely without them. There seems to 
be a direct relation between the swiftness of the water and 
the amount of respiratory surface. The loss of the gill 
filaments of the torrent forms was perhaps due to one or 
both of two factors. They were rendered of less importance 
Fig. 17. L201. (Left-hand figure) Caseless caddis larva 
which lives in the quieter parts of the swift 
stream and has the gill filaments well developed. 
(Photograph from drawing made by G. T. Kline.) 
Fig. 18. L211. (Right-hand figure) Caseless caddis larva 
which lives in the very swift stream and does not 
have gill filaments. (Photograph from drawing 
made by G. T. Kline.) 
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because the water of the torrents contains a greater amount 
of available oxygen or they were a disadvantage to the owner 
because of their added resistance to the water which flowed 
over them. 
These few facts may also throw light on the probable 
evolution of the caddis larvae. The first caddis-larvae 
were, in all probaolilty, f orms which lived in still water 
where they developed the case building instinct, and as they 
entered the streams their evolution took place along two 
divergent lines. Some lost their cases and used the abdom-
inal hooks, (originally developed to hold the aase in place) 
as instruments for holding to the surface of the bottom, and 
in time when some caroo to live in the torrents the gill 
filaments were discarded. Those which followed the other 
line of developroont retained their cases and met the pro-
blems of the torrent by decreasing in size. 
C. ADAPTATIONS OF THE STONE-FLIES. 
The stone-flies which a re principally stream forms, do 
not have any striking adaptations for r esisting the swift 
water, but live under the stones where they are not subject-
ed to the current. The members of the diff erent s pecies do 
not live under widely varied conditions which would cause 
each species to ha ve its particular adaptation, but occupy 
habitats which have about t he same requirements and conse-
quently have a daptations which are quite similar. 
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